Goldstein Visits Student Center After Freshman Convocation

By Eric Loyola

His administration only four days old, Baruch's president accomplished two firsts on Thursday, Sept. 5. After delivering his first public address to the freshman class, Matthew Goldstein went on an impromptu tour of the Student Center, something which one administrator said a Baruch president had not done in thirteen years.

Goldstein provided the concluding remarks for the convocation—the school's official welcome to the entering class. "I'm delighted to be with you today and I want to extend my warmest welcome to you, as new members of the Baruch family," said the president and former Baruch student. He continued, "For me, it is a wonderful homecoming—and it's an auspicious beginning for you."

Freshman Ying Chen said, "He seemed like a nice guy and I think that he didn't give us a 30 minute speech and just said what he had to.

To an audience who could empathize with the situation, an alumnus from the class of '91, Abe Eisenstat related his "first day" experience. "The night before my first day of classes my parents come into my room in one of those misty-eyed parent-son bonding moments. They gave me a beautiful set of pens, which I subsequently lost, and a big, big brown brief case that my father informed me at the time was going to be for law school."

When the laughter subsided Eisenstat continued, "My first class was at 8:15 in the morning, Business 1000 in this same auditorium. I was there at 7:30 and I took a seat and waited and waited and waited. Come 8:15 and I was still the only one there, so I jumped out of my seat, ran up the aisle, accosted the security guard in the lobby and asked him in a voice reminiscent of the Terminator, 'Where's my Business 1000 class?'" He concluded by saying that the guard looked at him askew and informed him that classes didn't start until the next day.

About the reception held in the Administrative Lounge, Goldstein said, "The reception was terrific. I got to meet a number of the students who were very gracious in coming up to me and wishing me well."

Afterwards, Goldstein accompanied by Vice President for Student Life Carl Aylman toured the Student Center shortly after club hours. He surprised a few lingering students as well as several school officials. He had not seen a chief academic officer of the school visit the hub of student extra-curricular activity. Said one official, who wished to remain nameless, "You just don't expect the president of the school to go to the Student Center unless the students take over the building or something!"

When informed of the official's comments Goldstein said, "I find that surprising." Goldstein felt that a pre-existing problem needn't be a requisite for the president to take an interest in the activities of the students he has been appointed to serve. "It was a joyful experience to see the students having fun and relaxing."

"Students are upset because the windows is unbearably warm in the Student Center stated, "It makes the Student center more comfortable for everybody."

Continued on Page 5

Window Repairs Slated For This Month

By Rafael A. Martinez

The renovation of 33 sealed pivot windows located in the Student Center will begin in late September. The repair work will cost a shade under 20,000 dollars and be funded by the City University of New York, said Alphonse Zatorski, the associate director of rehabilitation and section for Campus Planning.

The pivot windows were sealed and slated for repair after one of them fell out of its frame on the third floor and crashed to the street on Sept. 27, 1990.

"The main problem in fixing the windows was obtaining funding, especially with the present fiscal crisis that the entire university is suffering, it's difficult to get funding from CUNY," said Zatorski. Another problem in having the window repaired was in obtaining the proper gaskets, which serves as insulation, that fit the window according to Zatorski.

Leiday Paredes, the president of the Latin American Student Organization, stated, "Last year, especially in the Spring not being able to open a window was a real headache, all the club members wanted to hang out outside because the room was too hot." Paredes informed that the windows would be fixed, said, "It will be great, it will be cold soon but rooms get very hot and the members don't want to be there because it's so hot and hang out in other clubs." She added, "If the windows were fixed, even though cold, the members would come back because they can open the window and will feel more at home."

Carl Aylman, the director of Student Life, who is in the Student Center stated, "It is unbearably warm in the building with the windows shut and the discomfort level is very high." Aylman stated that the heat brought on occasional student discipline problems such as the smashing of the third floor ladies room window. "The repairing of the windows will make the student center more comfortable for everybody," stated Aylman.

The window repairs should be completed by late October stated Zatorski.
Department of Speech
Announces Auditions for the fall production of "Wait Until Dark"
by
Fredrick Knott
Auditions Tuesday Oct 1 and Wednesday Oct 2 4:30-7:00 P.M.
Rm 911
Studio Theater 23rd street
Everyone welcome: cast & crew!
We Want Your Suggestions.
Write to the Ticker and tell us what you think we can do to improve it.
And if you're really full of bright ideas, maybe you'd like to consider joining.
Trust me, it's an experience you'll never forget.
The Ticker is located in the Student Center in room 301F
We want to see you there.
Baruch Gets Funds For Freshmen

By Sarah Goby

Effective as of this term Baruch is receiving $150,000 in student activity fees from CUNY. Representatives from the student organization, the Baruch Society of Graduate Students, are pleased with the decision.

"It's going to have an effect on our students," said Carl Aylman, director of Student Life. "It will help us continue to serve our students and continue to grow as a university." Baruch College was the only college to receive the money.

The fund was created to help support student activity budgets. The money is divided among the student organizations based on their participation in the CUNY-wide activities. Baruch College was able to receive the money due to the increased participation in the activities.

"It's going to be a huge help," said Matthew Goldstein, president of the college. "We will be able to continue to support our students and provide them with the resources they need to succeed." The money will be used to support the student organizations and provide them with the resources they need to continue to grow and thrive.
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The fund was created to help support student activity budgets. The money is divided among the student organizations based on their participation in the CUNY-wide activities. Baruch College was able to receive the money due to the increased participation in the activities.

"It's going to be a huge help," said Matthew Goldstein, president of the college. "We will be able to continue to support our students and provide them with the resources they need to succeed." The money will be used to support the student organizations and provide them with the resources they need to continue to grow and thrive.
Classes have begun, so stock up on smooth writing Pilot pens! Like the Better Ball Point Pen two pack. The Explorer Retractable Roller Pen. And Pilot Colours—a three pack of color coordinated writing instruments. Every time you buy one of these Pilot favorites, you get a chance at $100,000 in cash and prizes! It's all part of our new "Win-In-An-Instant" game printed right inside specially marked packages. You could win the $25,000 Grand Prize or hundreds of other cash prizes and great SONY electronics!

...and you may change your major to finance.

So stop by your college bookstore and check out these great Pilot pens. If you win, you may have to switch your major.

TIAA CREFF

ONE MILLION OF THE BEST MINDS IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM.

TIAA-CREF is building a sound financial future for more than 1,000,000 people in the education and research communities. And over 200,000 retirees are now enjoying the benefits of their TIAA-CREF annuities.

LOOK FOR SECURITY, GROWTH AND DIVERSITY.

Security—so the resources are there when it is time to retire. Growth—so you'll have enough income for the kind of retirement you want. And diversity—to help protect you against market volatility and to let you benefit from several types of investments.

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET FROM TIAA-CREF.

TIAA offers you the safety of a traditional annuity that guarantees your principal plus a specified rate of interest, and provides for additional growth through dividends. For its stability, sound investments, and overall financial strength, TIAA has received the highest possible ratings from all three of the insurance industry's leading independent agencies.

CREF's variable annuity offers opportunities for growth with four different investment accounts, each managed with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning.

EXPERIENCE, PERFORMANCE, STRENGTH.

Your future is protected by the largest private retirement system in the nation. Since 1918, we have been helping build a secure future for people in education and research. We have done so well, for so many, for so long that we currently manage over $95 billion in assets.

SEND NOW FOR A FREE RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT, including a Special Report on TIAA-CREF investments.

Pilot Corporation of America

Pilot Corporation of America
60 Commerce Drive, Trumbull, CT 06611
Rules are funny little things. They are usually

Even, but with the experience of the person who serves

on the USS. Davis would be better off building

that the USS automatically recognizes student.

When they are regarded only as lines on paper or

set up to protect the power-poor from the power­

ful. As a consequence, the plant

inhabitants have to live with the idea that fire has become a bell of

I am burning and I can no longer tolerate it. As I

move to the streets at night to find a way to rekindle my fire, I

see another hot soul wailing about nine thousand dollars' worth of

gold jewelry on him. He is portraying self-worth and

glory, as gold represents the apex of achievement. The gold,

I know, is a profound and long-lasting thing. Burning his fake gold,

I pull out all rather weapon aim at him. No, I was never taught to

respect the life of my fellow suffers. Besides, I am a fire

and the path is blocking my mind from such value. So,

I remove my best, I pick up the gold from the dead body.

Nothing personal worth this than what has been

in me is being temporarily of me to make the way

clear. With this incident, I have gained from the myth of the

ghetto. I am now the real who would become the wea­

nerful individuals who were educated to behave themselves

had all now become any other men around the

land. It is the revolution­

ary spirit that I have been prop­

gating for while this world crumbles in the face of the

belligerent wave. The Rio­

ing water from this rain

pollutes our mother place by

polluting our sea and the

earth. Those same people have

been barred from the new

innocence, for the light that

weakenly burning in the

other people now illuminates

with its rays the sufferings of

the men of the past have

preoccupied. Above all, I

mishandled my own over the

planet and became a driving force of

the masses. The future is the

Revolutionary Generation.
By Ben Lee

To denote that history today occurred that there were about four billion years ago. That many species of many under various conditions that eventually translated into a living being. We know that the earth's crust was formed. The land masses which we call continents were separated by shallow seas until the earth was eventually solidified.

In fact, there was a time when our ancestors lived on the earth. This period is known as the prehistoric era. During this time, they developed skills that allowed them to survive in the wild. These skills included hunting, gathering, and building shelters.

Unfortunately, his father was the chosen executioner. This, I believe was no reason, he did not intend to inject any possibility of a happy future for the inter-racial couple. Our fashion consciousness has left the dexterity to compensate for deviations that set him apart from the crowd. It seems that the powers that be are dead. While it may not be what it once was, it is still going to rise to prominence by this time many saw already soon. We saw a vast array of supreme cognition with few distractions.

This, I believe, was no reason, he did not intend to inject any possibility of a happy future for the inter-racial couple. Our fashion consciousness has left the dexterity to compensate for deviations that set him apart from the crowd. It seems that the powers that be are dead. While it may not be what it once was, it is still going to rise to prominence by this time many saw already soon. We saw a vast array of supreme cognition with few distractions.

As this, I believe, was no reason, he did not intend to inject any possibility of a happy future for the inter-racial couple. Our fashion consciousness has left the dexterity to compensate for deviations that set him apart from the crowd. It seems that the powers that be are dead. While it may not be what it once was, it is still going to rise to prominence by this time many saw already soon. We saw a vast array of supreme cognition with few distractions.

As this, I believe, was no reason, he did not intend to inject any possibility of a happy future for the inter-racial couple. Our fashion consciousness has left the dexterity to compensate for deviations that set him apart from the crowd. It seems that the powers that be are dead. While it may not be what it once was, it is still going to rise to prominence by this time many saw already soon. We saw a vast array of supreme cognition with few distractions.
Gotta Have Soul
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The Ticker At Large

America should watch itself because its existence is tenuous. This year's tour of the country should be taking place in the form of the Boban's. The group is coming to the end of America and songs about what they see.

But the band does not try toshawdow the problems. Instead, their music is not only an expression of political life, it's a reflection of cultural life. So they do not dwell on the problems for too long, but make it a point to sing about them in a way that is both inspiring and comforting.

The upper level is now open to the public, with seminars held on topics such as strictly reggae or hip-hop. The concerts are expected to draw a large audience, with tickets ranging from $20 to $150.

At times the Red Zone is fun and the music is good. But it feels like the same old song on repeat. The music is made up of mostly black and white performers who are from the same musical background. The style is a fusion of hip-hop, reggae, and soul, with occasional touches of jazz and R&B.

The music is made in a way that is both simple and complex, with elements of traditional and modern styles. The performers are from various backgrounds and are united by their love for music. The atmosphere is lively and energetic, with a diverse crowd enjoying the music and the company of others.

Seven-year-old Gaito Gato was struck and killed by a car driven by a Hispanic, Yolif. In Ocean Heights last month. In an effort to ease racial tension in the neighborhood, the following event occurred.

The Boban's are a musical group comprised of a combination of old and new members. The group is made up of people from various backgrounds, including musicians, singers, and dancers. The group is known for its lively and energetic performances, with a focus on reggae and hip-hop.

The group is making an effort to bring people together and to help bring about positive change in the neighborhood. The group is working with local community leaders and organizations to promote unity and understanding. They are also performing at events throughout the city, with the goal of raising awareness and promoting positive change.

The group is made up of people from various backgrounds, including musicians, singers, and dancers. The group is known for its lively and energetic performances, with a focus on reggae and hip-hop.

The group is making an effort to bring people together and to help bring about positive change in the neighborhood. The group is working with local community leaders and organizations to promote unity and understanding. They are also performing at events throughout the city, with the goal of raising awareness and promoting positive change.

The group is made up of people from various backgrounds, including musicians, singers, and dancers. The group is known for its lively and energetic performances, with a focus on reggae and hip-hop.

The group is making an effort to bring people together and to help bring about positive change in the neighborhood. The group is working with local community leaders and organizations to promote unity and understanding. They are also performing at events throughout the city, with the goal of raising awareness and promoting positive change.
Hangin Out In The Hood

It's a beautiful day in the neighborhood. It's a beautiful day for a neighbor. You're not going to see anyone but you and your family. Not any of your friends. Not any of your neighbors. Not any of your acquaintances. No, you're going to see yourself. You're going to see yourself as you are. You're going to see yourself in the mirror. You're going to see yourself in the reflection of your own eyes. You're going to see yourself in the reflection of your own soul. You're going to see yourself in the reflection of your own heart.

The Music From The Motion Pictures: Boys n The Hood

The Hood contains a list of persons on the album that were either created for or added to the movie soundtrack in the movie making. There is a list of performances by Stanley Clarke, "Black On White" and "Black On White (Remix)" written, produced and performed by Main Source. The Hood has a list of songs that are on the top of the charts. Including Ice Cube who is now in the movie, but he's not doing any of the music. Also Ice Cube is not doing any of the music. Finally, we get to see what Ice Cube is doing. Ice Cube is going to be the lead singer on the album Boys n The Hood. The Hood has a list of songs that are on the top of the charts. Including Ice Cube who is now in the movie, but he's not doing any of the music. Also Ice Cube is not doing any of the music.

The three main political groups originates from South Africa. They are presented by the South African government and are as much at threat. The bond hand opens up their governement policies. They were never able to open up the bond. Because I feel that not only are they not able to open up the bond, but they are also adding to the confusion. Thus giving a message to Hollywood executives who have been reluctant to produce movies dealing with the African-American community in realistic terms.

Call 1-405-321-3064.

KC Richter Computer Training & SVCs Ctr.

WordPerfect 5.0/1
&for Lotus 1-2-3
2-Free Hr. INTRO
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36-hrs. $220 40-hrs. $299
Complete Laser Printed Resumes-$20
Cover Letter - $3.50 ea.
Term Papers - $3.00/pg.
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42 E. 23 St., Suite B-8
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ROOM 301 F THE STUDENT CENTER

Is the whole school going to Hell? Is it just you?

Join the Ticker and find out.

It might be the most important decision you make.
Check out the current comic book price guides today! Your local comic book shop will have the latest in issue price changes. The Silver Age is approaching new heights in sales and distribution. The number of books available to you in 10 years at almost five times greater, what's that special about the new books? I ask you, why, volume issues at such a ridiculous price, especially are you available?

If you have to purchase a comic book, then why wouldn't you buy a book that is only a year old. A Silver Age book will only increase in value, whereas a new book is basically unproven and the potential for a decline in a titles popularity times greater, so what's the title. You also have this will decrease the value of copies of any Silver Age comic readily available?
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If you compare any new title to Suspense or an early issue of the Avengers? The Silver Age is approaching new heights in sales and distribution. The number of books available to you in 10 years at almost five times greater, what's that special about the new books? I ask you, why, volume issues at such a ridiculous price, especially are you available?

If you have to purchase a comic book, then why wouldn't you buy a book that is only a year old. A Silver Age book will only increase in value, whereas a new book is basically unproven and the potential for a decline in a titles popularity times greater, so what's the title. You also have this will decrease the value of copies of any Silver Age comic readily available?
WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER.

Like the TI-68, an advanced scientific calculator that you might have had the fortune to own, or that some of your friends did, the TI-68 is designed to help students more effectively learn and teach mathematics. It is the perfect tool for students, teachers, and parents who are looking for a calculator that makes concepts come alive.

The TI-68 is easy-to-use graphing features, concepts come alive. The TI-68 is perfectly matched to your calculator you select.

It means continually working teachers and peers. Calculators with students like you, discovering needed to help them make math It means continually working

The result? Calculators that are

is a perfect example.

"Iademarlc of Texas Instruments. Inc.

For business students, this is the one to get. It handles time-value-of-money and offers cash flow analysis for internal rate of return programming.

For business students, this is the one to get. It handles time-value-of-money and offers cash flow analysis for internal rate of return programming.

"The TI-68 is a solar, a perfect example of a scientific calculators. The RA II PLUS is for business students, this is the one to get. It handles time-value-of-money and offers cash flow analysis for internal rate (IRR) and net present value (NPV).

"By Eric Loyola

"By Eric Loyola

"Easy-to-use.

"Easy-to-use.
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"Easy-to-use.

"Easy-to-use.
Baruch Tops Old Westbury
Barrows’ Grand Slam Boosts Team

By Eric Grossman

"We'll get them next year." For ages this statement was made by Baruch players at the end of dismal seasons. While most students shaking off summer fever, the baseball team is practicing and preparing for their fall baseball season.

Third year coach Dan "Padre" Sheehan likes what he sees thus far. Sheehan says, "this can be my best team yet. The pitching is deep. Power hitting won't be our forte but stealing will be."

Captains Jose Rivera and Eric Grossman will lead the team. They made it clear from the start that players must be positive and stay together. There is no room for selfish and negative attitudes if the team is to succeed. When asked, why will this year be different? Rivera stated, "Eric and I work great together. Were veterans. We have seen other teams in the past beat us because they played smart, team baseball. We always beat ourselves and together we can change that."

In the teams first action this fall, Baruch was victorious in a 13-8 battle with Old Westbury. When 2-0, Baruch first baseman Sean Barrows hit a monstrous grand slam homerun. The lead was short lived as Westbury quickly tied the game in the third and went up 8-4 in the fourth. In the sixth, Baruch pushed across two runs and then Rivera tied the score with a two run single. Baruch scored again in the seventh for the win.

Outfielder Willie Johnson said, "we heard defeat knocking and refused to let it in."

Other standout on the day include pitchers Billy Olive and Tony Negron. Rookie Robert Lawton and Frank Fornaciello joined Rivera and Grossman in collecting 3 hits each, while Barrows made several defensive gems and had seven RBI’s on the day.

Pitching coach Kevin "Skip" McDermott is very happy thus far with his pitching staff. McDermott says, "a few guys decided not to return, but the rest of the pitchers picked up the slack. Our staff was good last year and we won't skip a beat."

The team's practices have become very competitive, Rather than just going through the motions, everyone is trying to out due the next guy. Rivera says, "everyone gets along well, we all try to help each other, not like the past."

The team has a brief fall schedule and will practice until the end of October. Then while the bears are hibernating in the winter, the ballplayers will be practicing indoors, getting ready for the Spring season. Sounds like a lot of work? Well maybe it is but next year doesn't come around very often.

Baseball team captain Jose Rivera hopes the right attitude can bring success this time around.

Great Moments In Ticker Sports

"Baseball is 90% mental and the other half physical"
—Yogi Berra

"Tongue - in - Cheekly? TONGUE - IN - CHEEKLY?"
—Toni Colavito

"The Ticker never quits. What the hell."
—Rafael Martinez